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Theme

Mr. Delaunay Belleville has kickstarted or developed citizen mobilizations
around waste issues. He created the anti food-waste movement Disco Soupe
that generated thousands of community buffets cooked out of food leftovers
worldwide. Antoine works at makesense for the Future of Waste programmes
that inspire and help citizens, social entrepreneurs and organizations build
together more sustainable and inclusive communities. Along with Florie Thielin,
they have designed an open source toolbox for tourism and event
professionals to set up circular economy programmes.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/antoinedelaunaybelleville/
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Involving stakeholders for circular economy

50 years after the International Tourist Year in 1967 the United Nations General
Assembly declared 2017 as the International Year of Sustainable Tourism as a
way to raise issues about this growing sector.
We believe there are three main tools that destination managers can use to
leverage their action for more circular tourism:
1/ Trigger massive behavioural change through better user experiences can bring
solutions to make people act the right way
2/ Raise Awareness.. Sustainable tourism also consists in making all stakeholders
understand how preserving resources through ecological measures can sustain the
the activity on the long run.
3/ Develop better infrastructure together. There is often a lack of waste collection
or recycling Tourists, NGO, corporates and local population can work together to
organise networks and solutions that cope with the great seasonality, diversity of
publics and geographic
This workshop designed by makesense will help you get inspired by success stories
and discover a turnkey methodology to mobilise your stakeholders around waste
reduction, segregation and development of waste economic and cultural
ecosystems.
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